The extensive area covered by major submarine mass wasting deposits on or near the Hawaiian Ri{ge has been delimited by systematic mapping of the Hawaiian exclusive economic zone using the side-looking sonar system GLORIA. These surveys show that slumps and debris avalanche deposits a.e .*posed over about 100.000 km r of the ridge and adjacent seafloor from Kauai to Hawaii, covering an area more than 5 times the land area of the islands. Some of the individual debris avalanches are more than 200 km long and about -5()00 kml in volume. ranking them among the largest on Earth. The slope failures that produce these deposits begin early in the history ofindividual volcanoes when they are small submarine seamounts. culminate near the end of subaerial shield building, and apparently continue long after dormancy. Consequently. landslide debris is an important element in the internal slructure of the volcanoes. The dynamic behavior of the volcanoes can be modulated by slope failure, and the structural features of the landslides are related to elements of the volcanoes including rift zones and fault systents. The landslides are of two general types, slumps and debris avalanches. The slumps are slow moving, wide (up to I l0 km). and thick (about l0 km)with transverse blocky ridges and steep toes. The debris avalanches are fast moving. long (up to 230 km) compared 10 width. and thinner (0.0-5-2 km)l they commonly have a well-detined amphitheater at their head and hummocky terrain in the lower part. Oceanic disturbance caused by rapid emplacement of debris avalanches may have produced high-level wave deposits (such as the 36-5-m elevation Hulopoe Gravel on Lanai) that are found on several islands. Most present-day submarine canyons were originally carved subaerially in the upper parts of debris avalanches. Subaerial canyon cutting was apparently promoted by the recently steepened and stripped slopes of the landslide amphitheaters.
of surface features as the basaltic rock and rubble are nearly opaque acoustically. Standard seismic reflection profiling systems generally do not provide subsurface information on the internal structure of slide components or of the slopes where they originated. With relatively slow accumulation of primarily pelagic sediment, the Hawaiian Ridge slope adjacent to the islands has insufficient sediment cover to Drovide much assistance in definine landslide features.
Pnevrous Wonr oN Hewe.rreN SlopE Fallunes
The role of major landsliding in shaping Hawaiian volcanoes has long been a subject ofdebate. An early controversy concerned the relative importance of faulting versus marine erosion in producing high cliffs along the coasts of some islands. The high cliffs of northeast Oahu (Nuuanu Pali), as well as those of east Niihau, the Napali coast of Kauai, and northern Molokai were interpretedby Dana [1890, p. 290] as resulting from "profound fracturing of the mountain dome" and "downdrop" of the seaward part beneath the sea.
Dana's faulting model was rejected by llitchcot'k ll90(t:. who believed that erosion alone was sufficient to form thc cliffs without the additional complexity of faulting. Werrru,orth |9271, comparing estimates of marine and fluvia. erosion rates. concluded that marine erosion alone *a. insulhcient to produce some of the larger sea cliffs (e.g.. those of north Molokai) and that they were probably produced by faulting.
The idea of flank faulting eventually led to the concept thai the faults bound the headwalls of giant landslides. Steurn' and Clark [1930] and Stearns and Mucdonald |9461 sug. gested that the 50-km-long Hilina fault system on the sourh flank of Kilauea volcano owes its origin to, and is at the heac of, a major landslide on the steep seaward slope. Macdonul,;
[l956] later discounted landsliding, suggesting that largcvolume intrusion beneath the volcano center forcibly uplifted the summit causing faulting on the volcano flank. Moore and Krivoy [1964] revived the landslide concept fo: Kilauea's south flank and suggested that not only is thc 
MOLOKAI
Hilina fault system related to gravitational sliding but also :hat the east rift zone of the volcano forms the upper margin of a large seaward moving slump. An analysis of geodetic and seismic evidence led Su'an.son et al. U9761 to support this notion of a mobile south flank of Kilauea and to add the ioncept that the south flank moves in response to forceful rntrusion of magma into the rift zones. They assumed that the volcano flank is mobile downward to a depth of 5-8 km .rnd suggest that the base of the mobile zone is not defined by e single plane or sole but that seaward displacement gradually decreases downward [see also Crossen and Endo,1982] . Lipman et al. |9851 assessed the deformation associated n ith the 1975 earthquake (M : 7 .2) on Kilauea's south flank and concluded that a deep-seated gravitational slump, partly related to forcible intrusion of magma into the rift zone at its head, could explain the geologic and geophysical observarions. They suggested that the sole of the creeping mass was 1 560 + 220
,, 2Oo --the pre-Hawaiian seafloor and hence that the slide was as much as l0 km thick. Episodic movement of this landslide has been incorporated into a model for the long-term eruptive behavior of Kilauea tHolcomb, 1987) . Irregular blocky topographic welts extending downslope from giant amphitheaters on the submarine north flanks of Molokai and Oahu were interpreted as representing giant landslides by Moore U9641. Macdonald and Abbott 11970, p. 3651 , however, questioned the prodigious size of these features, compared with previously known landslides, and proposed that the blocky seamounts are in situ volcanoes. The results of three separate oceanographic investigations by Mathewson U9701, Langford and Brill tl972l, and Andrex,s and Bainbridge |972, p. 1121 caused each of them to reject the landslide hypothesis, with the latter two studies favoring the in situ volcano concept. Later measurements of the magnetic stratigraphy of East Molokai volcano led 'width ot head of landslide. ' D, Debris avalanche; (number) is average number of hummocks appearing in GLORIA images per square kilometer; S, Slump; SF, sand rubble flowl [., three unclassif'eid landslides. Holcomb [985] to support the notion that the north half of the caldera is missing and probably was carried beneath the sea by landsliding. Bathymetric mapping of Papa'u seamount on the submarine south flank of Kilauea volcano led Moore and Peck [965j to propose that this feature is a relatively young landslide, but Macdonald and Abbot [970, p. 317] favored its origin as a shield volcano built on a rift zone with the same trend as that of Hualalai volcano. Later ocean floor photography, submersible diving, and analysis of dredged sampfes led Fornari et ul. ll979l to conclude that Papa'u seamount is in fact a relatively recent landslide lobe with a volume of about 40 kmr.
Irregular bathymetry suggesting submarine mass wasting on the west flank of Mauna Loa was investigated fiom the U.S. Geological Survey vessel ,5. P. Lee in 1976 and 1978. This work showed that a large region (including the south Kona slump and the Alika slide complex) between the previously enigmatic, subaerially exposed Kealakekua and Kahuku faults was involved in seaward sliding that reached 80 km offshore lNormark et al., 19791. Analysis of bathymetry and newly acquired Sea MARC II side scan sonar images of small areas led Fornttri and Cumpbell [1987] to emphasize the importance of gravitational slumping and debris flows on the flanks of the Hawaiian Ridee.
Mr'rnoos
The GLORIA system, which generates sonographic images of the seafloor as much as 22.5 km to each side of the ship track, can resolve features as small as a few hundred meters across [,Somers et a\.,1978] . In addition to GLORIA, 3.5-kHz echo-sounding and air gun seismic reflection profiling were employed during the survey of the seafloor extending 200 nautical miles (370 km) off the island shores. This regional mapping of the U.S. EEZ around Hawaii was conducted aboard the British vessel M/V F-arnella by the U.S. Geological Survey and the U. K. Institute of Oceanographic Sciences. The syslematic and uniform nature of the GLORIA regional surveys has been particularly valuable in a comparative study of this type. The surface features and other sonic characteristics can be directly compared between different parts of the same landslide or fiom widely spaced slides of different age.
Early utility of the GLORIA system for investigating submarine landsliding in the Hawaiian region came in 1986 when sonar images collected off the southwest flank ol' Mauna Loa outlined a major region of submarine slope failure. These surveys delineated the Alika and Ka Lae debris avalanches. coverinq an area ol' about 5000 kmr lLipmun er ai., 19881.
DescnrprroN oF SLTDES
Along the 700 km reach of the Hawaiian Ridge from Kauai to Hawaii, well-exposed slope failures involve roughly onehalf of the flanks of the ridge (Figures l and 2 ). Most of these slides have been known only since the recent completion of the GLORIA surveys, and our understanding of them is based largely on this data base of restricted scale. Finer blocky facies, and related turbidite deposits, doubtless extend beyond the slide margins as shown on Figure 2 . We hope that this preliminary reconnaissance study will help guide more detailed surveys and sampling programs on specific slides. Brief descriptions of the individual landslides, from northwest to southeast along the ridge, are given below (see also Table I and shown in Figures I and 2. Hummocky terrain is indicated by dots (widely spaced where faintly visible). and lower end of dots is known lower limit of debris avalanche. Projected trace of Hawaiian Deep axis shown by triangle. Vertical exaggeration is 7.5. and steeper failures that have a steep scarp at their toe, are cut by transverse faults into a few large blocks, and commonly lack a well-developed amphitheater at their head. The second type (example, Nuuanu debris avalanche) includes the narrow and more far-reaching landslides that show well-developed amphitheaters in their upper parts, are broken into large blocks in their midsections, and terminate in an apron of distinctively hummocky terrain. The first type are termed slumps and appear to have moved slowly and intermittantly. The second type are called debris avalanches and commonly represent a single episode of rapid failure.
Slide 1: North Kauai Debris Avalanche
The volcanoes on Kauai and Niihau completed their shield-building stage about 5 Ma and are the oldest volcanoes in the study area lClague and Dalrymple, 19871. Consequently, the landslide features on their slopes are the most degraded owing to subsequent island subsidence, erosion, and sedimentation. GLORIA images show that a landslide complex covers 14,000 km2 along the north and northeast sides of Kauai ( Figures I and 2) , and much of this terrain is characterized by acoustic returns suggestive of hummocky or blocky material. The margins of continuously hummocky terrain extend as far as ll5 km from the island, and areas of more isolated blocks and hummocks appear 20-40 km farther seaward particularly on the northwest side. The irregular edge of the hummocky terrain apparently results from accumulation of overlying sediment. A broad ridge, possibly constructed oflarge landslide blocks, extends 120 km northeast from the north side ofthe island to beyond Length, km The upper submarine slopes off north Kauai are scalloped by three amphitheaterlike indentations, each of which probably represents the head of a major slope failure ( Figures I  and 2 ). The compound nature of the landslide is further suggested by the greater width of the deposits, when compared with others of similar length (Figure 4) . The northeastern scallop fed the smallest landslide that moved northeast. The central scallop is the headwall of a major landslide which moved north and is characterized by the most distinctive hummocky terrain. The northwestern scallop is apparently the amphitheater of a third landslide, represented by hummocky terrain extending at least 140 km northnorthwest from the island.
This northwestern amphitheater (offshore from the Napali coast area) is scored by several submarine canyons that extend from about 200 to 2300 m depth and can be projected upslope to major subaerial canyons IShepard ond Dill, 1966] . The submarine canyons begin about 3 km offshore and are best developed above a 900-m-deep bench about 8 km offshore. The horizontal nature of this postslide bench indicates that it is a sea level feature carried down by regional subsidence. Hence slope failure took place when the island stood at least 900 m above its present level and was about twice as large. Therefore subaerial parts of the island were involved in the failures. Likewise, much of the canyon cutting was subaerial, but extension of the canyons below the 900-m-deep bench may have resulted from submarine erosion processes.
Slide 2: South Kauai Debris Avalanche South ofthe island of Kauai is a broad area ofblocky and hummocky terrain, about 80 km wide, that extends 110 km offshore and covers an area of6800 km2 {Figures 1, 2, and 5). This deposit was apparently derived from a series of debris avalanches originating from both the south flank of Kauai volcano and the east flank of Niihau volcano on the west. The eastern part of the deposit is apparently overlain b! lavas belonging to a younger volcanic field between Oahu and Kauai. The west part of the deposit is augmented b1 slope failures from the steep southeast flank of Niihau. Linear sediment courses, one heading offshore from the Makaweli Graben, trend down the south flank of Kauai to the upper limit of imaged avalanche deposits ( Figure 5 ). The axis of the landslide is marked by a broad longitudinal ridge that crosses the axis of the Hawaiian Deep and forms a lori welt separating two basrns.
Block size as seen on GLORIA images varies from pixel dimensions (50 x 125 m) to masses more than 5 km on a side Most recognizable blocks are 500 m to 2 km in size, and commonly stand 50-100 m above the general surface a' shown in 3.5-kHz echo records. The average maximum sediment thickness on top of the blocks based on 3.5-kHz echo records is about 25 m, assuming that this postfailurc. acoustically transparent material has the same sound velocity as water.
'lhis is the greatest sediment thickness seen on slide debris reviewed in this study suggesting that this slidc is among the oldest.
Slide 3: Kuenu Debris Avulonche
The Kaena debris avalanche heads in a broad amphitheater 40 km wide on the north side of the Kaena Ridge, thc submarine ridge extending northwest from Oahu toward Kauai (Figure l) . The landslide moved north more than 9ti km into the axis of the Hawaiian Deep (Figure 2 ) where rt produced a low swell between two deeper basins. The upper part of the slope failure deposit, below the l-km-high amphitheater headwall, contains tilted fault blocks whose lon-r: axes are normal to the direction of movement. One such block is l2 km long and 5 km wide and stands more than 3(Xt m above its base [Brocher and ten Brink,1987, Figure 8,] .
Beyond the blocks, the hummocky nature of the deposit i. subdued and poorly resolved in the GLORIA images. The individual hummocks are generally widely spaced, suggesling that the landslide is older, and more deeply sedimented, than the neighboring Nuuanu debris avalanche to the east. The feature shows some characteristics of a slump; it is comparatively wide relative to its length ( Figure 4 ) and meets the deep seafloor at a steep zone more than I km high (Figure 3) slump which partly disintegrated to form the hummocky debris avalanche apron.
Slide 4: Waianae Slump
The Waianae slump heads in a 130-km-wide zone extending from the Kaena Ridge northwest of Oahu to a point west of Penguin Bank (Figures l, 2 , and 5). This feature was originally called the West Oahu Giant Landslide IHussong et al., 19871 . However, to avoid confusion with other Oahu mass wasting features, we call it the Waianae slump. because of its location primarily on the flank of Waianae volcano which makes up western Oahu. However, the southeastern part of the slide apparently belongs to the presumably younger eroded and submerged volcano forming Penguin Bank, and the northwestern part may lie on a third volcano forming the Kaena ridge. The great width of the head of this slump (Figure 4) , together with the fact that it apparently is rooted on more than one volcano, suggests that multiple slide events occurred. The surface features seen in GLORIA images, however, do not provide a basis for subdividing the slump.
The slump extends about 90 km offshore and covers an area of 6100 km2. Large transverse scarps or ridges tens of kilometers long and spaced 5-20 km apart divide the slump mass into several large fault-controlled blocks ( Figure 5 ). The slide generally lacks hummocky topography except in one lobe at its central, distal part. Most of the slide toe is steep and meets the adjacent seafloor abruptly (Figure 3 ).
The steep toe, large width-length ratio, and general lack ofa hummocky surface indicates that it moved as a few large blocks rather than as a mass of broken fragments. However, the steep toe apparently failed near the center producing the smaller debris avalanche which moved l5 km farther out from the main slump mass. After crossing the axis of the Hawaiian Deep, the avalanche moved uphill a distance of about 140 km from a present depth ofat least 4600 m in the deep to its terminus at about 4300 m on the arch (Figure 6 ). Hence the vertical upslope transport is greater than 300 m. This does not consider the thickness of the slide in the deep which will increase the upslope distance, nor does it consider the extent of postavalanching ridge subsidence, downwarp of the moat. and uplift of the arch. average maximum thickness of sediment on these blocks (as determined from 3.5-kHz echo records) is 9 m.
Longitudinal bathymetric profiles that show the size and height of the large blocks in the central part of the Nuuanu debris avalanche led Moore [1964] to postulate that the bases of the large blocks probably extend somewhat farther below the general surface than they rise above it. This model suggests a thickness of about 2 km for the landslide. Insights on debris avalanche thickness are also obtained by comparison of longitudinal profiles down the axis of the avalanche with parallel profiles on the side (Figure 6 ). These profiles suggest an average minimum thickness ofthe central part of the avalanche below the amphitheater ofabout 400 m and an average of perhaps 200 m over the entire landslide area.
A detailed seismic reflection and refraction line crosses the western part ofthe debris avalanche about 100 km north of the east cape of Oahu near the axis of the Hawaiian Deep (fine ESP-9 of Watts cl a1. il9851 and Brocher und ten Brink ll987l). l'his 100-km-long east-west line extends from thc eastern part of the Kaena debris avalanche deposit to thc. western part of the Nuuanu deposit. Analysis of the seismic returns inclicates thal the total moat fill is about 2.6 km thick. but a higher-vclocity layer (0.9 km thick) is sandwiched between two lower-vclocity layers (a L-5-km layer below and a 0.2-km layer above). We regard the higher-velocity layer a' landslide material, which overlies and is overlain by prefailure and posttailure sedimcnt (probably moat-filling turbidirc material): il'so, the average thickness of slide material he rc is 900 m. Of the fbregoing thickness limits, we favor thc conservative estimate of 200 m over the entire area of thc slope failure (23,000 km: ), which yields a volume estrmate ol aboul -5000 kmr fbr the debris avalanche.
In the region where the Nuuanu debris avalanche and thc neighboring Wailau avalanchc on the easl meet, the major elongate blocks are more nearly normal to the long axis ol the Nuuanu avalanche. Mtxtre [1964] suggested that the Nuuanu slide was younger than thc Wailau slide, bccausc thc long axcs of landslidc blocks are more commonly pcrpendicular to the movemcnt dircction of the Nuuanu lanclslide. However. GLORIA images ( Figure 7 ) reveal a ficld ot' hummocky terrain typical of distal debris avalanche facicr east of'the upper Wailau debris avalanchc. This material ir probably not a part of the Wailau avalanche because of it. location off to the side and outside of a levee on the righr (east) side of the Wailau debris avalanche; hence it must hc part of the great distal debris fan of the Nuuanu debrir avalanche. If the Wailau avalanche had been emplaced firsr. finer material from the Nuuanu avalanche could not likelr have crossed it. For this reason we now consider the Wailau debris avalanche to be younger than the Nuuanu debri. avalanche.
The Wailau landslide apparently impinged on the blockr deposit of the Nuuanu debris avalanche, but did not change the orientation of the massive blocks of the older feature. The younger relative age inferred for the Wailau debri' avalanche is also in agreement with the relative ages of thc two volcanoes that spawned these slope failures. The Nuuanu debris avalanche deposits appears to overlie older lava of the North Arch volcanic field and in turn are overlain br younger lava of the same volcanic field (Figures 2 and 71. Therefore age constraints for the North Arch lavas will better bracket the ages of these slope failures.
Several submarine canyons incise the headwall area ofthe It is important to note, however, that the deep and arch continue around the southeastern end of the Hawaiian Ridge ringing the youngest volcanoes of the chain on the island ol' Hawaii. Because the depth interval betwcen the deep axis and the arch crest off southeast Hawaii is also several hundred meters, a similar slope probably existed off northeast Oahu, at the time of slope failure, and the Nuuanu avalanche must have traveled up that slope. The momentum necessary fbr the debris to ride up such a slope requires that it moved rapidly. A fast moving submarine lanclslide of this size probably produced strong bottom-scouring currents as well as large surface waves.
Two gravity cores taken about 130 km north of the north limit of the blocky tacies imaged with GLORIA (ar 24"04.9'N; 157"04.7'W an<l 23"42.1 'N; l-56'40.7'W) near rhe crest of the Hawaiian Arch bottomed in consolidated silty material that may be distal fine-grained sediment deposited by the Nuuanu debris avalanche. These turbiditelike deposits overlie the voluminoLrs flood basalts that cclver this part of the Hawaiian Arch [Jftax' and Moore, l9tt8l. 'l'he sediments are apparently thin (less than a f'ew meters), however, because the GLORIA sonic pulses readily penetrate them and reveal the subjacent lava flow surfaces. A giant amphitheater above the debris avalanche deposits is defined by bathymetric contours deflected as much as l0 km shoreward from the projected original shape of the volcanic shield (Figure l) . The apparent thickness of material removed from this amphitheater is 700-1100 m. Below the amphitheater is a weltlike mass studded with giant blocks that are tens of kilometers in maximum dimension and rise 0.5-1.8 km above the regional slope (Figures 1,6 . and 7). These blocks commonly have tilted flat summits; they apparently originated in the amphitheater and have moved 50 km or more to their present position. The largest of these blocks, Tuscaloosa seamount, is 30 km long and l7 km wide and has a broad flat summit about 1.8 km above its base [Langfbrd and Brill, 1972] . The tabular aspect of such large. yet thin, blocks requires that they slid to their present position.
The distal 50 km of the debris avalanche deposit is well-defined on the GLORIA images which show scattered blocks ranging up to about I km in size (Figure 7 ). The Nuuanu debris avalanche (Figure 2 ). These submarine canyons feed sediment down the slope where it has accumulated to produce a 5OO-m-thick deposit behind and between the blocky seamounts which are a part of the upper landslide deposit. The fact that the northwest canyons are clearly associated with land canyons led Andreu's and Buinhridge |9721 and Coulbourn et al. |9741 to conclude that the canyons were carved as subaerial canyons. and subsequently drowned during subsidence of the Hawaiian Ridge. This subsidence has been as much as 1800 m because the canyon morphology is well-developed to that depth [Andrews and Bainbridge,19721 . Because the canyons are cut in the upper part of the slide scar, we infer that the ridge stood at least 1800 m higher at the time of failure.
The 40-km-long, northwest trending dike swarm of Koolau volcano lWalker, 1987] at the head scarp of the debris avalanche is aligned normal to the downslope direction of movement of the avalanche. Although the dikes generally tend to dip outward on the two sides ol the swarm, most dip northeast at the southeastern part of the swarm.
'lhis dip was perhaps controlled by gravitational failure and removal of support from that side of the volcano.
Slide 6: Wailau Debris Avalanche
The Wailau debris avalanche, named for a major canyon on the north side of Molokai Island, has removed the north part of East Molokai Volcano and left a well-defined amphitheater 40 km wide at its head (Figures l and 7) . The debris avalanche apparently overrode the south side of the older Nuuanu debris avalanche. and the extent of its distal facies and its area is unknown because of our inability to distinguish debris from the two features with available data. A known fact, however, is that the largest block (Tuscaloosa Seamount, Figure 1 ) in this crossover zone is not a part of the Wailau debris avalanche but belongs to the Nuuanu avalanche, as based on the composition of lava dredged from it (M. S. Pringle, written communication, 1988) .
A regional terrace that abruptly steepens below 1300 m Moone Er el-.: SusvenrNe LlNosI-tops, Hlwnrr water depth provides some constraints on the age of the slidc (Figure 8 ). This terrace extends completely across the heaclwall amphitheater of the Wailau landslide, and caps a scarfi about I km high lSheportl und Dill, 19661. The nearlr horizontal nature ofthis bench indicates that it is a sca levcl feature that postdates the debris avalanche. Hcnce thc failure occurred whcn the volcano stood at least 1300 nr higher than a1 present, or nearly 3 km above sea level. Thc terrace was either built by ( l) fbrmation ol'a lava delta during the end of shield-building activity of East Molokai volcano. or (2) growth ofa particularly vigorous carbonate reefduring a period of stable shoreline conditions. 'I'he rccf hypothesit is supported by the appearance on the terrace of mounds in echo records that are interpreled as reefs IMathev'stttt. l 9701. The 1300-m-deep terracc is about 800 m dceper than thc tilted H terrace which extends liom east Molokai to easl Maui lMoore, 19871 and is about -500 m deep east of thc Wailau landslide headwall. This H terrace can be traced south of east Maui, where it is about 2 km deep. A comparison of the depth of this terrace with thclse of dated reefr west of northern Hawaii, which are currently subsiding at about 2.5 mm/yr, suggests that the H terrace was formetl about 850 ka fMoore ancl Campbell, 198'71. lf the Molokai subsidence rate was also 2.5 mm/yr during the period between formation of the 1300-m Wailau terrace and the H terrace, then the estimated age of the Wailau terrace is 320 thousand years older than the H terrace or about 1170 ka. and the landslide somewhat older. The landslide could not have been much older than this terrace, however, because postfailure volcano growth has been quite minimal. The estimated age of the Wailau debris avalanche is 1400 t 200 ka, which is in general agreement with K-Ar ages of lavas that mark the end of the shield stage of the East Molokai volcano about l-500 kalClague and Dalrymple,19871.
The landslide scar is largely unfilled except that the small Kalaupapa volcano has grown within the upper part of it (Figure 8 ). This small volcano (which has been dated by K-Ar at 570-340 ka ) grew after completion of the 1300-m subsidence of the Hawaiian Ridge that followed landsliding. The lack of post-Kalaupapa subsidence is indicated by the fact that a notable slope change on the volcano flank that presumably formed at sea level is now only slightly below present sea level lMoore, 1987] .
The present position of the great northern sea cliff of East Molokai is not entirely of landslide origin. Those parts of the cliffthat flank the sea seem to stand, on average, about 500 m south of the part which is behind (and protected by) the Kalaupapa volcano. A similar recession (and heightening) of the sea cliff due to marine erosion must have taken place during the approximately one million years after the debris avalanche occurred and before growth of the Kalaupapa volcano.
Several major submarine canyons occur in the Wailau debris avalanche amphitheater and most of them head offshore from major canyons above sea level on East Molakai volcano (Figure 8 ) [shepard and Dill, 1966', Mathev'son, 19701 . Some of the canyons cross the Wailau 1300-m terrace and extend several hundred meters below it. The canyons were chiefly carved by subaerial stream erosion before the volcano subsided about 1300 m to its present depth. Subsequently, some submarine erosion extended the canyons below the terrace level, supporting the notion that the Wailau terrace is composed of softer sediment and coral, rather than harder lava.
If the Wailau terrace indeed is composed of sediment or coral, then the question is raised as to why sea level remained for such a long period at this level during terrace construction? A possible answer is that the ongoing isostatic subsidence ofthe volcano caused by the addition ofvolcanic material to the ridge was temporarily interrupted and reversed by the rapid and massive transfer ofmaterial from the crest to the flank of the ridge by mass wasting. Perhaps this mass transfer caused the ridge to stabilize for a period before resuming its subsidence. Because the debris avalanche volume is roughly 1000 kmr (assuming a thickness of 75 m over an area of 13,000 km'), it represents l0 ka oi Hawaiian hotspot volcanic production at the current rate o[ 0. I kmr/ yf.
Slide 7: Hana Slump
The Hana slump is centered north of the east cape of Maui on the northeast flank of Haleakala volcano (Figures l and  2) . The 4900 km2 slump separates the two deepest segments of the Hawaiian Deep, the Maui Deep on the west and the Hawaiian Trough on the east lWilde e/ c1., 1980]. The northeast directed feature shows no hummocky surface on GLORIA images. Instead, it is characterized by subdued transverse ridges, probably reflecting deeply sedimented block slide scarps, and a steep toe area (Figure 3) . At the head of the slump, two broad amphitheaters separated by a low ridge suggest that two slope failures may have merged to produce this feature.
The western amphitheater is flanked on the north by a northeast trending ridge that may represent an older rift zone ridge. South of this ridge, the slump surface is defined by repetitive northwest trending, regularly spaced linear ridges 2-8 km long and 1-4 km wide. The slump surface, below the eastern amphitheater, is marked by larger northwest trending blocky ridges up to 25 km long and 8 km wide. This southeastern segment of the slide is apparently more sediment covered than the northwestern segment and is regarded as the older feature.
Slide 8: Clark Debris Avalanche
The 6100 km2 Clark debris avalanche can be traced from west of Lanai south for 150 km ( Figures I and 2) ; its lower part divides into two lobes which flowed on either side of Clark seamount, a 1500-m-high volcanic ridge (apparently of Cretaceous age) situated beyond the axis of the Hawaiian Deep. The landslide heads in the steep southwest facing amphitheater west of the island of Lanai and is flanked on the north by Penguin Bank and on the south by the west plunging ridge south of Lanai. The head of the debris avalanche is apparently marked by the major northwest trending system of normal faults which transect the island of Lanai fstearns. 19401. These faults, which are dominantly downthrown toward the southwest, probably mark the upper limit of the region of mass failure.
The debris avalanche separates into two branches 80 km from the source region. The eastern branch, which moved almost directly south, extends an additional 80 km to terminate on the lower slopes of Perret and Jaggar seamounts. The western branch extends 60 km southwest and ends after flowing between Dutton and Clark seamounts. These two branches may actually be two independent debris avalanches with the eastern branch originating from the north wall of the amphitheater on the south flank of Penguin Bank and the western branch originating to the east on the west flank of Lanai volcano.
Most of the surface of the debris avalanche in water deeper than 3.-5 km is characterized by a speckled pattern on GLORIA images, indicating hummocky terrain with individual blocks generally less than a few kilometers in size. Maximum sediment thickness on these blocks averages 9 m, suggesting that the slide may be roughly the age of the Nuuanu slide which appears to be mantled with about the same amount of sediment.
The steep scarp west of Lanai at the upper part of the feature is surmounted at a depth of 1200 m by gently sloping terrain that is the subsided subaerial surface of Lanai volcano fMoore and Camphell, 1987, Figure 2l ' On this gentle surface is a steplike series of five coral reefs. This general surface apparently was constructed by subaerial, postavalanche volcanic activity, after which reefs successively grew as the region subsided below sea level. The lowest and oldest reef, at a depth of 1000 m, has been estimated to be about 650 ka fMoore antl Campbe1l, 19871, which is therefore a younger limit on the age of the Clark slope failure. This observation requires a revision in the assumption that the wave-deposited gravels on Lanai (dated at 105 ka) and similar deposits on adjacent islands were deposited by a giant wave caused by a landslide (here named the Clark debris avalanche) on the ridge flank southwest of Lanai fMoore and Moore, 19881 . Age relations indicate, rather, that the giant waves probably were produced by movement of the Alika debris avalanche west of the island of Hawaii lLipman et 41., 19881. that covers 3500 km'ofits east flank (Figures 1,2, and 9 ). This feature is called the Pololu debris avalanche after Pololu Valley, a major subaerial canyon in the northwest part of the headwall area of the feature. The landslide amphitheater extends from above sea level down to a depth ofabout 900 m and produces a marked reentrant ofthe shoreline 20 km long and extending 2 km inland ( Figure 9 ). The submarine amphitheater is lO-20 km wide and its central depth is 150-400 m below the regional slope, causing the bathymetric contours to be displaced shoreward about -5 km.
The upper part of the amphitheater is incised by four submarine canyons lMoore, 19871 that can be traced on available bathymetric charts to depths somewhat below 400 m. These canyons are directly on line with prominenl subaerial canyons on Kohala volcano. It is notable that the submarine canyons occur only within the landslide reentrant and the large subaerial canyons occur only upslope from the reentrant. Submarine canyons are not known to occur elsewhere on this volcano.
Downslope from the amphitheater an irregular bulge in the regional contours defines the main landslide welt. The debris avalanche turns east where it enters the trough between the steep flanks of Kohala and the east ridge of Haleakala on the north. The west flank of the landslide has dammed and isolated an unfilled depression, l3 km long, 6 km wide, and about 800 m deep, along the axis of this trough (Figure l) . This major trough, within which the depression occurs, must be an important sediment pathway. but surprisingly, the closed depression has not yet filled with sediment.
The lower part of the debris avalanche extends 60 km beyond the mouth of the Kohala-East Haleakala trough and produced a broad lan in the Hawaiian Deep. 'lhe landslidc can be traced a total of 130 km from the shoreline to its toc by means of the subtlc hummocky character shown on GLORIA images. The age of thc landslide can be estimated from its relation to the abrupt change in slope of Kohala volcano at about 1000 m depth (Figure 9 ). This slope change or terrace i: believed to have formed at the point in the evolution of thc volcano when shield building ceased, that is, when copious lava flows no longer crossed and remade the shoreline. Subsidence rates and model ages of coral reef .s indicate that this slope break was formed (at sea level) about 170 ka fMoore und Cumpbe 11. 19871. l'he debris avalanche appears to be slightly older than the formation of this terrace because the terrace is partly constructed across the landslide surface. particularly on its eastern side (Figure 9 ). The terrace apparently formed after slope failure when subaerial lava flows erupted from southeastern Kohala (in a region now covered by Mauna Kea lava flows) crossed the subaerial part of the landslide and extended the shoreline. The limited coverage of the landslide topography by these lava flows indicates that mass failure took place not long before 370 ka and that the volcano stood 1000 m higher (or about 2.7 km above sea level) at the time of failure. Pololu debris avalanche apparently occurred during the late shield stage during eruption of the Pololu Basalt; Pololu Valley itself, carved in the landslide scar. is partly filled by a late Hawi lava flow. Hence the age estimated from the morphology and relations ofthe 1000-m terrace is in accord with available radiometric ages of Kohala lavas. The end of shield building is considerably younger on Mauna Kea volcano than on Kohala. A submerged terrace 7-15 km wide occurs for a distance of 70 km along the northeast flank of Mauna Kea volcano. The depth of the shelf break is 37-5 * l5 m which corresponds with oxygen isotope stage 6 ending at 128 ka fMoore and Cttmpbell. 19871. This terrace (in addition to the older 1000-m-deep Kohala terrace) has also developed across the southern part of the Pololu landslide amphitheater tbr a distance of about 5 km (Figure 9 ). This terrace overlap apparently results from lavas from the growing Maun:r Kea shield spilling across the subsided. slide-scarred east flank of Kohala. These Mauna Kea lavas also apparently filled and covered the submarine extension of Waipio valley, the prominent easternmost Koh:rla canyon.
A major northwest trending systcm of normal faults about l3 km long near the summit of Kohala mountain has been interprctcd by Slcanrs trncl Mu<dottuld 11946, p. 421 as "relict faults of a former caldera." yet the system l5 6Qr€ grabenlike than circular in plan. The fault zone is directly upslope from the offshore landslide and the shorelinc reentr:rnt. and most individual faults trcnd at right angles to the apparent direction of slope failure. OlTset o1' the mapped faults is variable. but generally thosc on the scluthwest side of the swarm are downthrown toward the northeast' and thosc on thc northeast side are downthrown toward thc southwest. The resulting structural depression is regarded as a pull-apart graben developed at the hcad clf the landslide.
Slidc l0: Sotrth Konu Slump
A broad zone of blocky and irregular submat'ine terrain covering 4600 kml occurs along the west flank of Mauna Loa volcano extending 90 km south fiom the Kailua area to the south cape ofthe island ( Figures I and 2) [see also Fttrtrari and Campbell, 19871 . Subaerial indications of massive gravitational instability along this coast are the west-side-down displacements on two major normal faults. the Kealakekua fault toward the north margin of this zone and the Kahuku fault at the south side [Nonzar k et ul . . I 979] . Sevcral arcuate sets of buried subaerial faults (identified by anomalously steep slopes) occur in the 50-km coastal segment between these major faults and suggest repeated slump events.
The age of movement on the Kealakekua fault is bracketed by the fact that it cuts a lava sequence containing a soil dated by radiocarbon at 3l ka and in turn is overlain by a 13 ka unfaulted, 150-m-deep coral reef lLipman ct c1.. 19881. However, the relationship of movement of the Kealakekua fault to the movement history of the south Kona slump is not obvious. Several offshore volcanic vents extending fiom near the shoreline to depths of 1000 m are apparently associated with the Kealakekua fault. The shallow vent was associated with a submarine eruption in 1877 and the two deeper vents, which erupted small fresh pillowed flows of similar chemistry, are assumed to be of the same age fMottre et aI.,19851. Presumably, dislocations at the north margin of this giant slump extend deep enough 'o have tapped the magma conduit system of Mauna Loa volcano
The offshore slump terrain is marked by benches and scarps fLipman et al., 19881 and shows a particularly steep regional slope near the base of the volcano flank fMark and Moore. 19871 . This broad, oversteepened slump has undergone younger local collapse in four places to produce overriding debris avalanches that have moved out tens of kilometers beyond the base of the slump to cross the axis of the Hawaiian Deep. These include the Alika debris avalanche (phases I and 2) in the center of the slump and the west and east Ka Lae debris avalanches near the southern margin of the slump.
Slides 1l ond l2: Alika Debris Avulun<'hes The Alika debris avalanches are probably among Hawaii's youngest lLipntan er 41., 19881. These two partly overlapping debris avalanches, designated phases I and 2. cover 2300 and 1700 kml, respectively (Figures I and 2) . They moved nearly 100 km from their source near the prescnt shoreline to depths of 4800 m in the Hawaiian Deep.
'fhc cstimated thickness of the debris avalanchcs is -50-200 m based on the sizc ol'the blocks and the height ofthe lcvees, yielding an estimatcd volume ibr both tirilures together of 200-800 km'. Much o1'the debris avalanchc deposit. except fcrr that on the steepcr slopes above about 4 km clepth' is marked by closely spaced hummocky mounds. The individual mounds, which are generally equant in plan. are commonly up to a few hundreil meters across and 2-5-7-5 m high. but some are several kilometcrs across and sevcral hundred meters high' Over much ol'this tcrrain, the hummocks are closely spaced ancl similar in size and height. suggesting that they were all produccd by the same processes in the same cpisode. Ocean floor photographs show thin (<0.5 m) sediment on rocky surl'accs of the mounds. and no apparent sediment cover is cletected by examination of 3.-5-kHz echo records' Downslope from the zone of closely spaccd hummocks is a fringing zone from -5 to 20 km wide of isolated blocks or mounds' Where this z-one on the phase 2 Alika debris avalanche was examined with a high-resolution side scan sonar system' thc smiillest resolvable mounds are about 50 m in diamete r and the larger arc 300-400 m across.
-I'oward the distal margin of this zone the resolvable mounds are incrcasingly separatcd, commonly by 0.-5-l km. Thc outer zone of isolated blocks probably resulted liom the removal of thc muddy matrix of the distal part of the debris slide. 'l'urbidity flows lbrmed from segregated matrix probably carried finer-grained material away leaving the isolatcd blocks [Liprnun ct ul.,19881' The hummocky topography and marginal levees of the Alika landslicles resemble the 1980 Mount St. Helens subaerial debris avalanche and suggest that a similar high emplacement velocity prevailed for the Alika features. The water disturbance produced by rapid avalanching of rock volumes of this size could produce ocean waves of large size. The general youth and location of the Alika phase 2 de'.rris avalanche makes it a reasonable source for the extensive 105 ka wave deposits that have been documented on Lanai and nearby islands up to heights of 326 m above sea level lLipman el a/., 1988; Moore and Moore, 1984' 19881' Stides I3 and 14: Ka Lae Debris At'ulanches Two south directed debris avalanches originated on the steep terrain of the South Kona slump west of Ka Lae (the l'7 .41'7 t7,478
Moonr. Er aL.: SugrranruNs LeNosr-lops. Hew,qrr southmost point of the island of Hawaii) and moved down the slope on either side of Dana seamount to the Hawaiian Deep (Figures I and 2) . The western Ka Lae debris avalanche (850 km2) extends 85 km south between Day and Dana seamounts and spreads out in the Hawaiian Deep as a broad field of faintly hummocky terrain. The east Ka Lae debris avalanche (950 km2) moved 75 km down a narrow chute between Dana seamount on the west and the steep west slope of the south rift zone ridge of Mauna Loa volcano on the east. The excellent preservation of the hummocky rsr'6o' field at its terminus suggests that this may be one of the youngest debris avalanches imaged by GLORIA.
Slide l5: Hilina Slump
The Hilina slump is an active landslide that involves most of the south flank of Kilauea volcano (Figures l, 2, and l0) . The slump covers about 5200 km2, an area more than 3 times that of the volcano above sea level. Its location on an active volcano atop the Hawaiian hotspot places it at the locus of sustained magmatic. seismic, and hydrothermal activity, all of which probably influence slope failure. This creeping zone is about 100 km wide; it extends west approximately to the south rifl zone ridge of Mauna Loa and east as fbr as the east cape of the island. The slump is bounded at its upslope margin on the northwest by the southwest rift zone ot' Kilauea vcllcano and possibly the Kaoiki fault system (which separates Kilauea volcano from Mauna Loa volcano) and on the northeast by the cast rilt zonc of Kilauca. The Hilina fault system is a major system of normal faults (downthrown to the south) parallel to the south coast and 5-10 km south of the north boundary ot' the sliding zone that apparcntly defines a major dislocation in the slump (Figures l0 and ll) ' '[his vast, actively sliding slope is moving around the buttress formed by Loihi volcano and shows an anomalously steep slope where it meets the flatter seiifloor both west and eastof LorhiIMurkuntl Moore,1987] . The southeast flank of the slide impinges on Hohonu seamount. an apparent Cretaceous volcano from which weathered basalt has becn recovered [Moore and Fiske, 1969] . Marking the middle of the slump northeast of Loihi is a conspicuous midslope bench 2600-2800 m deep, 15 km wide. and 60 km long (Figure l0 ). The general backtilted nature of this bench. as shown by a closed depression on its shoreward side. suggests that it represents the top of a giant rotational slump block (Figure ll) . Alternatively, features such as these "bulges" lMark and Moore. 1987 ] may be giant folds, a notion suggested by the aseismic aspect of the middle and lower part of the Hilina slump [Cro.r.ren ttnd Endo, 1982] . South of the steep slump toe are three small elongate seamounts (3-8 km long) which apparently represent the tops of buried slide blocks. The steep toe of the main slump zone is about 35-km offshore, but faintly hummocky terrain continues another 40 km into the axis of the Hawaiian Deep. This subdued, irregular backscatter on GLORIA images probably represents material deposited by early debris avalanches, now largely covered by finer volcanoclastic sediment. Coincident with the 1975 magnitude 7.2 earthquake (Figure l0) . much of the south coast for a distance of 60 km -=..=rE;;=; n204060 DISTANCE. KM subsided up to 3.5 m and moved seaward scver:rl mcters; morcover a lO-km scgment of the Hilina lirult system was reactivated. and a small summit eruption broke out I'fillirtg ct ul ., l9'761. Geodetic mcasurements shclw that subaerial vertical and horizontal ground deformation rclated to the quake was as much as 3. The main hypocentcr of the 197-5 shock, and mosl aftershocks, were about l0 km decp, situated in the vicinity olthe prevolcanic seafloor (Figure ll) , showing thal the cntire volcanic mass down to thc top of thc Cretaceous crust was probably involvcd in block slumping l()ntsscn antl Entlo, 1982 ', Lipmun et ul.. 1985 . Much of thc lateral movement may have been accommodirted within poorly consolidated submarine volcanic rubble, material which earlier in its history had already experienced downslope sliding. and also within the pelagic sediment accumulated on the Cretaceous seafloor before Kilauea (and Mauna Loa) began growing.
Although the measured horizontal displacements are directcd uniformly seaward toward the unbuttressed south flank of the volcano. the pattern of vertical and horizontal movements. on a smaller scale, reflects the summit caldera and rift zones and apparently is partly related to the movement of magma. The slumping results not only from the gravitational instability of the volcano flank but apparently also from forceful injection of magma into the summit reservoir and rift zones [Sx'anson et ul.,1976:-Lipmun et ul.. l98,sl . Pre-Mauna Loa oceanic crust (Figures l, 2, and l0) . It is l9 km long, 6 km wide, and up to I km thick with a volume of about 40 km 3 that has moved downslope from near the shoreline to a depth of 1850 m. Dredge hauls, remote camera photographs, and submersible observations indicate that it is largely composed of unconsolidated angular glassy basalt sand and blocks up to about I m in size. Because of the small size of the constituent fragments and the regular lobate shape, the feature has been termed a sand-rubble flow lFornari et al., t9791.
The landslide was apparently fed from a vasr oversreepened, nearshore bank of fragmental basaltic material that was generated as subaerial lava flows from the summit region of Kilauea poured into the sea, quenched, and shattered. The Iandslide appears to have been emplaced during a single flow event as indicated by its simple lobate shape and the fact that multiple small debris flows would have filled in the saddle landward of the high point of the flow lobe. Estimates based on the present lava production of Kilauea volcano suggest that the landslide was emplaced several thousand years ago IFornuri et ul.. 19791. Slidc l7: Loihi Lundslidc.s Loihi is an active submarine volcano, growing against the south flank of Kilauea [Moore e t al., 19821 . The volcano is elongate north-south and has a generally flat summit about I km deep indented by several pit craters (Figures t. 2 , and l0). The site ofthe volcano at the extreme southeastern end of the Hawaiian Ridge in close proximity to the Hawaiian hotspot suggests that it will develop into the ncxr ma.ior shield. The Hilina slump on the south flank of Kilauea is moving south against Loihi and divides around it on its course down to abyssal clepths in the Hawaiian Deep.
Detailed bathymetric mapping utilizing multibeam sonar systems has revealed several amphitheaters on the flanks of Loihi (the "armchair indentations" of Maluhr [J' [1987] ; see also Fornari el a1. [1988j) , which are interpreted as landslide scars. Below these amphitheaters a zone of irregular, hummocky topography apparently representing landslide debris is evidenl, but these surveys did not extend far enough downslope to map and characterize the lower course of these landslides. The GLORIA images of Loihi are of limited value because of the small size of the failures ancl their location near steep slopes in relatively shallow water. These landslides cover more than three-quarters of the volcanic cone above 2-500 m depth and the slide headwalls are extraordinarily steep, up to 40" in the first vertical kilometer (Fieure l0).
SrnucrunE AND NATURE oF LANDSLIDL.s
The two general types of large Hawaiian landslides, slumps and debris avalanches fVarnes,19781, range from the more coherent to the more disaggregated forms respectively. No doubt a whole spectrum of intermediate and compound landslides exists between these end-members.
The slumps are particularly steep and thick (up to l0 km) and are wide relative to their length (Figure 4) . The overall gradient is generally greater than 3", and the width/lensth ratio exceeds one. The slumps maintain physical continuitl . that is, they apparently never broke loose and moved far from their source. Several lack well-defined amphitheaters. probably because they were continually fed at their head br addition of volcanic material during the period of episodic movement. The slumps are commonly marked by transverse ridges and scarps that are generally bounded by faults bur perhaps also in some places represent bulges or folds. Thc toe of the slumps commonly forms a distinct scarp where ir meets the preslide seafloor.
Taking the Hilina slump as a model, these slope failure. apparently developed during the active stage of shield building, when rift zones were well established, and owe their movement not only to the gravitational instability of thc growing and widening shield but also to the lateral hydraulic jacking resulting from injection of magma into the rift zone , 'Ihe slumps move intermittently at a rate controlled by thc accumulation of lava flows on their upper reaches, as well a. by magma intrusion in the rifl zones which mark the boundary between the slumps and the more stable upper part of thc volcano. Seismic shaking contributes to the development ot' these slope failures and is also a direct result of their movement.
Earthquake focal depths for the 197-5 magnitude 7.1 Kilauea earthquake indicate that the base of the Hilina slumn is close to the l0-km-deep, pre-Hawaiian seafloor surface Because the top of the oceanic crust dips under the volcant, at irbout 3" lHill und Zu<'t.u,19871 , the sole of the slump mo,i likely slopes upward at this angle, if indeed it is controlled hr the pre-Hawaiian ocean floor. Upslope movement on thi. surface can only occur if the overall top of the slump dip. seaward more steeply. Measurements of the average dou,nslope angles of all the slope failures show that generally thc slumps exceed 3'. whereas the debris avalanches harc smaller slope angles (Figure 4) .
The debris avalanches generally are longer and not a. thick as the block slumps. The amphitheater at their head marks the source area from which the lower avalanchc material was derived.
'fhe debris avalanches typically include a long middle and distal train of hummocky debris Blocks up to tens of kilometers in size may be presenr immediately below the amphitheater, and blocks l km in size are common in the distal part of the deposit. The deposits arc of variable thickness along their course! but the greate\r average thickness in the blocky and hummocky sectors is probably 0.4-2 km, and the overall average thickness may be as little as -50 m in the smaller avalanches. Little debris mar remain in the upper part of the amphitheater, and the distal part is thin and perhaps transitional to turbidity flows. Somc' of the debris avalanches may develop by partial or completc. failure of the volcano slope already oversteepened by a slump and therefore provide a mechanism to reduce the overall gradient of the slump and carry material farther out beyond the base of the volcano. Unlike the slumps, mosr debris avalanches probably move at high velocity in a single episode, as shown by the uniform mound size and spacing in the distal hummocky facies and the fact that some avalanches have moved uphill several hundred meters. Moonr, et nl.: SugventNE LANDSLIDES, Hewltt 17,481 long after dormancy. More than half the surface area of Loihi, the youngest volcano in the chain. is extensively modified by landsliding even though its summit is still I km below sea level and the volcano is perhaps a hundredth the size of a mature shield.
Some ofthe largest landslides occur near the end of shield building, when the volcanoes stand 2-4 km above sea level and are erupting and extending their shorelines most vigorously. Mass wasting probably occurs, however. intermittently throughout most of the shield-building stage with the slope failure deposits being incorporated into the edihce as it grows so that little surface evidence remains of their existence. Fragmental landslide debris, associated with normal faults and slide slip planes. are believed to be important elements in the layered structure ofthese volcanoes from top to bottom.
Some of the debris avalanches (Wailau and Pololu) are characterized by prominent submarine benches I km or more deep which represent a postfailure shoreline (Figures 7  and 8 ). Such benches indicate that significant extension of the shoreline by accumulation of volcanic and/or coralline material occurred after movement. Additionally, they indicate that after failure, major regional subsidence occurred. a process that typically occurs only during. and shortly after the end of, shield building lMottre untl Cumpbell. l9tl7l.
-the apparent hiatus in subsidence, which allowed considerablc shoreline extension, may result from the rapid removal. by landsliding, of a substantial part of the volcanic load which causes the subsidence in the first place. The subaerial structural f'eatures of the volcanoes commonly show an apparent relationship to the major slope failures of the submarine flanks of the volcanoes. Most of thc major failures have moved in directions normal to the rift zones of the volcanoes on which they occur. The upper limit of most of the southward movement ol the Hilina slump' for example, is bounded by the east and southwest rifl zones of Kilauea volcano, and horizontal displacement vectors iire subperpendicular to the rift zones fl'ipmarr et rr1.. . Moreover, some volcanic activity is related to landslide activity as shown by the 1877 submarine eruption in Kealakekua Bay that occurred near the north margin of the South Kona slump, the small Kalaupapa volcano growing within the amphitheater of the Wailau debris avalanche, and the 1975 Kilauea summit eruption apparently triggered by movement of the Hilina slump.
The Nuuanu. Wailau, and Pololu debris avalanches and the Waianae, Hilina, and South Kona slumps ( Figures I and  2 ) all head at, and have moved perpendicular to. the primary rift zones of their host volcanoes. Other slope failures. such as the Kaena debris avalanche and the Hana slump' head on the sides of long, shallow submarine ridges which apparently represent submerged rift zones. This rift zonelgravity failure relationship is part of the cause-effect paradox of the gravitational instability of these volcanoes. Rift zones form along the tensional zones at the head of landslides. but also landsliding is induced by the lateral shoving caused by magma injection into the rift zones. Continued mass wasting long after volcanic activity has ceased is suggested by the modification of submarine slopes on the older volcanoes of the Hawaiian-Emperor Ridge toward the northwest. Detailed multibeam sonar bathymetry shows that the form of some volcanoes is modified by extensive mass wasting that has produced an angular, almost skeletal, shape with sharp ridges radiating from the center (the "starfish" shape ofVogt and Smoot t19841). Submerged 43 Ma volcanoes of this character fSmoot, 19851 near the Hawaiian-Emperor bend (about 3500 km northwest from Hawaii) probably owe their shape to dense dike rock of the rift zones exposed by downslope movement and removal of less resistant. weathered lava flow material between the riIl zone dike swarms. Between the ridges deep amphitheaters above and fanlike debris welts below apparently mark the site of landslide events.
The widespread development of landslides of diverse type along the submarine slopes of the Hawaiian Ridge suggests that analogous slides should be present on other oceanic volcanoes constructed in deep water. Comparable bathymetric and sonar data exist only for a f'ew areas. Isle de la Reunion. in the Indian Ocean, closely resembles the volcanic island of Hawaii.
'Ihe presence of large-scale submarine landslides on the east flank of Piton de la Fournaise' the active volcano on La Reunion, was inferred by Du.lJield et ul. Additionally, the regional bathymetry fbr thc island shows steep submarine slopes along older parts of the island (Piton des Nciges) that grade down into a broad gently sloping apron on the lower slopes and suggest that mass tailure is widespread around the cntire island.
The known submarine canyons offshore from the Hawaiian islands occur on thc upper part of the major debris avalanches. and typically, these canyons extend shoreward to connect with major subaerial canyons. The subaerial counterparts of the submarine canyons include some of the largest canyons of Hawaii lFigure 2) including those of northwest Kauai. northeast Molokai (Figure 8) , and northeast Hawaii (Figure 9 ). However, connection between subaerial and subsea canyons is everywhere obscured by a shallow submarine shelf, a few kilometers wide adjacent to the coast, in which no canyons occur. Seismic reflection profiling has shown that buried canyons. filled by sediment' are present beneath the shelf and provide connections between the subaerial and submarine canyons lCoulhourn et al..1974lr.
Submarine canyons occur on the upper parts ofthe North Kauai. Nuuanu. Wailau, and Pololu debris avalanches' These canyons are developed mostly above the shoreline terraces. produced shortly after slope failure occurred. which are 800, 900. 1300, and 1000 m deep on these four avalanches, respectively. Hence the submarine canlL)n\ were subaerially carved to about their present depth alir.r landsliding. Subaerial canyon cutting in the harcl bri'altt. rock was promoted by the oversteepened' and rc.!.ntl\ stripped, slopes of the upper amphitheaters of the debris avalanches, especially in the amphitheaters formed on the windward (northeast) volcano slopes having high rainfall. Subsequent regional subsidence carried all but the upper parts of the canyons below sea level and permitted them to be alluviated in a coastal strip a few kilometers wide. ln deeper water, away from the sediment source generated by subaerial canyon cutting and coastal erosion, the soft sediment filling the upper parts of the submarine canyons was cleared by submarine currents and turbidity flows, and some submarine erosion extended the canyons below the shoreline that existed initially after sliding.
REI-ertoN on LeNnsltoEs t'o rHE HaweltnN DEEp
The Hawaiian Deep or moat is a bathymetric trough which flanks both sides of the Hawaiian Ridge about 100 km from the ridge center and loops around its southeast end. The axis of the deep is represented by a series of closed basins: the dccpest seafloor in the Hawaiian region, exceeding -5600 m. occurs in one such basin north of Maui. The deep is produced by the downwarp of the oceanic crust by the weight of thc volcanic ridge which pushes down and outward to produce a broad upbowing beyond the deep called thc Hawaiian Arch. The distance between the arch crests on both sides of the ridge is about -500 km (Figure 2) .
Virtually all of the debris avalanchcs extend outward across the axis o1'the deep and hence have apparently moved uphill onto the flank of the arch (Figures 2 and 3) . The long-term efl'ect of major mass wasting on the flanks of the Hawaiian Ridge is to transport volcanic material outward fiom eruptivc vents and thus widcn the ridge and force the axis ol'the deep to migrate outward.
'fhe continucd subsidcnce ol'the ridge counters this efl'ect. narrows thc ridge and causes the axis of the dccp to migrate inward. Hence the present configuraticln of the ridge and deep are a balance between these two proccsscs. The expected cycle of mass wasting during thc life history of' an individual volcano is lirr the largcst and most f'ar traveled debris avalanches to occur during the final stages of the shicld building cycle when volcanic production peaks, and when the volcanoes stand highest above sea level. Before and alier that time smaller landslides that travcl shorter distances are expccted to occur. Hence we inf'er that an onlap-offiap stratigraphic sequence of landslide and related deposits should occur on the inner flank of the Hawaiian Arch. The landslide deposits that lap furthesl up the arch flank should be closest in age to the end of shield building of the host volcano.
Where the landslides cross and partly fill the axis of the deep, they produce low ridges that compartmentalize the deep into a chain of separate basins (Figures I and l2 ). The differences in depth between the tops of these landslide welts and the bottoms of the basins range fiom 0.4 to 1.5 km. These depth differences provide a conservative estimate of the thickness of the landslide welts where they have ponded in the deep (Figure l2 ).
CoNcLustoNs
A primary result of long range side looking sonar (GLO-RIA) surveys of the Hawaiian exclusive economic zone was to document the enormous scale of submarine slope failure Moonn Er aI-.: SunM,cRtNe LeNoslroes, Hewett along the Hawaiian Ridge. Slumps and ^debris avalanches were found to cover nearly 100,000 km' of the ridge and adjaccnt seafloor fiom Kauai to Hawaii, an area more than -5 timcs the combined land area ol the islands. Some of the individual debris avalanches are morc than 200 km long and about -50(X) kmr in volume, ranking them among the largest on E,arth. These slope failures begin carly in the history ol' individual volcanoes when they are small submarine seamounts. culminale near thc end o{'subaerial shield building. and continuc long aller dclrmancy. Hcnce mass-wasting deposits and structurcs are no doubt an important clement in thc internal makeup of'the volcanoes. Most of the landslides flowed into, and locally across, the axis ol'thc Hawaiian Dcep which flanks the Hawaiian R.idge. Therefore mass wasting is the primary mechanism for filling the deep and widening the ridge. The eruptive behavior of' the volcanoes can be modulated by landsliding' and thc subaerial geometry ol the slope failures is related to the structural f'eatures of the volcanoe s including rifi zones and iault systems.
'l'hc landslidcs are of two general types.
slumps and debris avalanche s. 'l'he slumps are slow moving.
wide (up to ll0 km). and thick (about l0 km) with transverse blocky ridges and stecp toes. 'fhc debris avalanches are f'ast moving. long (up to 230 km) compared to width, and thinncr (0.0-5-2 km): they commonly havc well-defined amphitheaters at their head and hummocky terrain in the lower part. Water disturbances caused by the rapid movement of the debris avalanches probably produced the high waves which have lefl deposits on Lanai and adjacent islands. Most submarine canyons were carved subaerially in the upper amphitheaters of debris avalanches. Subaerial canyon cutting in the hard basaltic rock was promoted by the oversteepened, and recently stripped. nature of these amphitheaters.
At'kruttlcdgntent.s. The primary resource on which this work is based is the GLORIA survey of the U.S. exclusive economic zone from Kauai to Hawaii. We are indebted to the crews and technical staffs of the M/V Furnellu for their outstanding work during these survey cruises in 1986 and 1988 and have benefited from discussions with our colleagues of the U. 
